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Exciting New Items!
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NEW11358 | Fresh Mozz – 4oz Ovolini 2/3lb.

BelGioioso Fresh Mozzarella Ovolini is crafted from local milk only a few hours 
after milking. This delicate, mild-flavored cheese is made to order, formed 
into 4 oz. balls, then packed in water for optimum freshness and a 37 day 
shelf life. 

Slade Gorton’s mission is to bring wholesome, nutritious and sustainable 
seafood from around the world to America’s table. A 90 year old family 
owned and operated seafood company dedicated to making great 
seafood accessible to everyone.

Croissant
The Bakery de France 3-Ounce Large Butter Croissant is a flaky, 
buttery snack. This croissant comes par-baked and is easy to 
prepare. The bulk pack of Bakery de France Croissants is ideal for 
cafes and bistros.

40448 | Large Butter Croissant 48/3oz.

The classic heat of Buffalo wing flavor, blended with minced garlic 
and freshly-grated parmesan delivers satisfyingly savory flavor to a 
wide variety of menu items, not just wings….

79902 | IcyBay Smoked Salmon Sides 2/4lb. 

Mozz
AMERICA’S FAVORITE CHEESE

75575 - Red Pepper | 75576 - Green Pepper | 75577 - Sriracha | 75578 - Sweet & Spicy 
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In 1902, Arturo Mundet came to Mexico and created an apple 
flavored soda called Sidral Mundet (Sidral meaning “sour 
candy”). The soda was inspired by Mexico’s traditional “aguas
frescas” drinks. Sidral Mundet was the first soft drink in 
Mexico and is now Mexico’s most iconic brand.

55559 | Sidral Mundet Mexican Apple Soda 24/17.7oz

Mix up Hidden Valley® Original Ranch® 
dressing, dip or sauce in minutes. 

America's #1 choice* for delicious Ranch 
flavor. Just add buttermilk and 

mayonnaise.

29780 | Ranch Dressing Mix 18/3.2oz. 29779 | Italian Dressing Mix 12/8oz. 

Hidden Valley’s unique blend of Italian herbs 
and spices makes a delicious classic or 

creamy Garden Italian dressing, marinade or 
seasoning. Just add oil, vinegar and water. 

Makes 1 gallon.


